PowerAI Vision, deployed on the Cirrascale Cloud Services platform, makes computer vision with deep learning more accessible to business users. PowerAI Vision includes an intuitive toolset that empowers subject matter experts to label, train, and deploy deep learning vision models, without coding or deep learning expertise. It includes the most popular deep learning frameworks and their dependencies, and it is built for easy and rapid deployment and increased team productivity. By combining PowerAI Vision software with accelerated IBM® Power Systems™ deployed on the Cirrascale Cloud Services platform, enterprises can rapidly deploy a fully optimized and supported platform with blazing performance.

**Simple Enough for Subject Matter Experts**
Interface streamlines process for domain experts to bring data and train models. Subject matter experts across industries can now build models for AI solutions with limited deep learning skills.

**Increases Productivity Automating Tasks**
Iteratively train deep learning models and automatically label videos to create volumes of accurate data sets for training.

**Flexible - Train and Deploy Anywhere**
Engage compute-intensive IBM Power Systems to train and then export the trained models and deploy them using the Cirrascale Cloud Services platform.

**Adaptable - Supporting Custom Models**
Import your custom models in TensorFlow so your data scientists no longer need to train, tune or deploy them.

**Faster Insights and More Accuracy**
IBM PowerAI Vision was designed to unleash AI performance capabilities of IBM Power Systems and leverages IBM Research performance breakthroughs.

**The Most Cost-Effective Cloud Platform to Deploy On**
Customer deploy their PowerAI and PowerAI Vision workloads on the Cirrascale Cloud Services platform because we save them time and money. We offer:

- Flat-rate weekly and monthly billing with NO SURPRISES!
- No ingress or egress fees on data providing a huge savings.
- Dedicated, bare-metal servers... no virtualization!
- Multi-month and volume discount programs.
- Expert support, Zero DevOps.

Our team of engineers are here to help you, and we work closely with IBM to ensure the best experience possible using PowerAI Vision in the cloud.

**Key Advantages**
- Flat-rate “no surprises” billing with no ingress or egress fees.
- Expert support, Zero DevOps
- Streamline processes to label, train, monitor and deploy
- Train models to classify images and detect objects
- Introducing auto labeling with deep learning models
- Video analytics made easy for training and inference
- Extend AI solutions with custom models.
- Deploy models in the cloud on the Cirrascale Cloud Services platform.

**Ready to Get Started?**
Visit [http://ibm.cirrascale.com](http://ibm.cirrascale.com) or call (888) 942-3800
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